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Abstract: This paper focuses on Meiji Japan’s
annexation of the Ryukyus as seen through the
eyes of  key Western diplomats in the 1870s.
Although it  played out over seven years,  the
annexation  process  unfolded  relatively
smoothly  on  the  international  stage.  One
reason  for  this  was  the  skill  with  which
Japanese  diplomats  handled  inquiries  and
potential protests by Western diplomats. In this
article, I show that, as early as 1872, leading
members of the Meiji government were gaining
familiarity  with  the  nuances  of  Western
diplomatic maneuvering. Indeed, in some ways
the annexation functioned as  a  rehearsal  for
future diplomatic challenges the regime would
face. In retrospect, it offers an excellent lens
through which to view Japanese diplomacy of
the 1870s.1
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Following  the  restoration  of  imperial  power,
Meiji  Japan embraced modernization  and,  as
part of this process, it sought to determine its
national borders in order to create a modern
nation-state.  In the north,  in 1869, the Meiji
leaders  incorporated  the  former  foreign
territory  known  as  “Ezo,”  renaming  it
Hokkaido; in 1875, they exchanged the island
of  Sakhalin  with  Russia  in  return  for  the
acquisition of the Kuril Islands; in the south, in
1876, they annexed the Bonin Islands through a
formal declaration; and in the same year, they

imposed  an  “unequal  treaty”  on  Korea,
employing the same kind of gunboat diplomacy
that  Commodore  Matthew  Perry  had  used
against  Japan  in  1853-54.  Finally,  in  1879,
Japan formally annexed the former kingdom of
the Ryukyus

 

As previous scholarship has shown, by the early
1870s Japanese diplomats had recognized the
interconnected  nature  of  Japan’s  unresolved
border  issues  and  the  need  to  devise  a
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comprehensive policy towards them.2 Although
I  fully  acknowledge  the  importance  of
understanding  Meiji  Japan’s  national  border
issues  as  a  single  question,  in  this  paper  I
confine  myself  to  addressing  the  Ryukyuan
annexation to Japan.

Dissatisfied  with  the  Ryukyus’  ambivalent
status – China and Japan both laid claims to the
territory  –  in  the  new  era  of  international
relations,  between  1872  and  1879  Tokyo’s
leaders  resorted  to  political  and  diplomatic
maneuvers that aimed to formally incorporate
the Ryukyu Kingdom into the newly established
Meiji  state.  They  ordered  the  Ryukyus  to
dispatch  an  embassy  to  Tokyo,  where  they
appointed the ruling monarch as “King of the
Ryūkyū  Domain”;  sent  a  punitive  mission  to
Taiwan  to  avenge  the  deaths  of  a  group  of
Ryukyuan  fishermen  considered  to  be
“Japanese subjects”; concluded, through British
mediation, an international agreement with the
Qing  court  that  (implicitly)  stated  that  the
Ryukyuan people were Japanese; ordered the
kingdom  to  cease  tributary  relations  with
China;  and,  finally,  in  the  face  of  strong
resistance  from  the  Ryukyuan  authorities,
annexed  the  kingdom  by  force.

Historians have conventionally referred to this
process, which culminated in the establishment
of Okinawa prefecture in 1879, as the Ryūkyū
shobun  (“the  disposit ion  of  Ryukyu,”
1872-1879;  hereafter  “annexation”).3  Gregory
Smits has pointed out that during the 1880s,
“the  shobun  became  an  international  event,
involving  diplomatic  activity  between  and
among China, Japan, Britain, the United States,
France, and, of course, former officials of the
Ryūkyūan court.”4

As Smits’ analysis suggests, the Ryukyu islands
presented  the  new  Meij i  State  with  a
diplomatic  conundrum, one that  involved not
only  relations  with  China,  but  also  its
relationship  with  several  Western  countries,
especially those which had negotiated treaties

with the Ryukyus (“Lew Chew”) in the 1850s.
In other words, the Meiji leaders needed, at the
very least, the powers’ tacit approval of their
future plans for the islands.5

This paper focusses on the annexation as seen
through the eyes of a number of key Western
diplomats  during  the  1870s.  Had  these
diplomats chosen to make a serious issue of
Japan’s annexation of the Ryukyus, the matter
could easily  have become more complex and
international  tensions  escalated.  Although  it
played  out  over  seven  years,  the  annexation
unfolded  re lat ive ly  smoothly  on  the
international stage. One reason for this was the
skill  with  which  Japanese  diplomats  handled
questions  and  potential  protests  by  Western
diplomats. As we will  see, a number of their
inquiries  were  directed  specifically  at  the
Ryukyuan  treaties.6

As early as 1872, leading members of the Meiji
government were becoming increasingly adept
at  interpreting  the  nuances  of  Western
diplomatic  maneuvering.7  Indeed,  the
annexation of the Ryukyus can be seen as an
early  example  of  the  future  diplomatic
challenges  the  regime  would  face.  In
retrospect,  the  annexation  provides  an
excellent lens through which to view Japanese
diplomacy of the 1870s.

 

The Ryukyuan treaties

In 1609, the Ryukyu Kingdom was defeated by
the  Satsuma  Domain  and  surrendered
unconditionally; as a result, it was placed under
the de facto rule of Satsuma (and by extension,
of  the  Tokugawa  bakufu).8  However,  the
Ryukyus continued to maintain the posture of
an  independent  country,  with  Satsuma’s
approval  and  financial  support,  in  order  to
maintain tributary relations with China.9 In this
way, while Satsuma gave the kingdom a high
degree of  autonomy in its  internal  affairs,  it
exercised  considerable  control  over  the
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kingdom’s foreign relations and created what
Smits  has  called  a  “theatrical  state”  in  its
relations with China.10

After  centuries  under  this  arrangement,
Westerners arrived in East Asia, visiting both
the  Ryukyus  and  Japan.  Subsequently,  the
United States, France, and Holland concluded
treaties of amity with the Ryukyu Kingdom in
1854,  1855,  and  1859,  respectively.  In  so
doing, these Western nations recognized that
the kingdom possessed at least some degree of
diplomatic  capacity,  as  the  Ryukyuan
authorit ies  had  signed  these  various
agreements without the direct involvement of
Satsuma  officials.  Ryukyuan  officials  drafted
the treaties they exchanged with their Western
counterparts  in  classical  Chinese  and  dated
them  according  to  the  Chinese  calendar,
omitting  any  reference  to  the  kingdom’s
subordination  to  Japan.

The  Ryukyuan  officials  who  negotiated  with
these  Western  powers  were  exercising  the
same kind of  “theatrical  diplomacy” that  the
Ryukyus  had  employed  for  centuries  with
China. While they repeatedly emphasized the
kingdom’s status as a tributary of China, they
never  revealed their  subordinate  relationship
with Satsuma and the bakufu.11  Although the
powers’ arrival was perceived as a threat to the
kingdom’s  stability,  and  the  Ryukyuan
negotiators  took  great  pains  to  prevent  the
signing of these agreements, in the end, they
succumbed to the Westerners’ demands.

In the 1850s, Western observers were further
prevented  from  fully  understanding  the
Ryukyus’  status  by  the  bakufu’s  ambiguous
replies when they asked about its relations with
the kingdom. When, in early 1854, Commodore
Perry demanded that bakufu officials open the
port of Naha, the Japanese negotiators replied
that “the Ryukyu islands are very distant and
the opening of its ports cannot be discussed by
us.”  It  was  following  this  reply  that  Perry
decided  to  sign  a  treaty  with  the  Ryukyus

without the bakufu’s involvement.12

On the other hand, the bakufu did not raise any
objection to the compacts the Ryukyus signed
with the US and France, and when in 1857 the
Dutch asked the shogunate to mediate a treaty
between  Holland  and  the  Ryukyus,  the
shogunate replied that even though the Ryukyu
Kingdom shitagafu (obeys or submits) to Japan,
moto yori gaikoku no koto nite (“it has been a
foreign kingdom from the beginning”), and thus
it would be problematic for Japan’s rulers to
give instructions about such a treaty.13  From
the  bakufu’s  perspective,  the  Ryukyus  were
subordinate  to  Japan,  but  not  part  of  Japan;
thus, they thought it prudent not to intervene
in  the  Ryukyuan–Dutch  Treaty.  Although,  at
that time, the bakufu did not fully grasp that an
international treaty was an agreement signed
by  two  sovere ign  s ta tes  and  a l l  the
ramifications  that  flowed  from  that,  it  still
tacitly approved the instruments signed by the
Ryukyu Kingdom in the 1850s.

The Ryukyuan–American Treaty concluded on
July 11, 1854, stipulated that American citizens
in the Ryukyus should be treated with courtesy
and  friendship;  Americans  were  granted  the
right of free trade and the ability to move freely
on the islands without restriction, as well as the
right of extraterritoriality (but not of consular
residence);  and  that  US  ships  in  difficulty
should be assisted and treated with courtesy by
the Ryukyuan authorities. In the French treaty,
in  addition  to  these  privileges,  the  Most
Favored Nation clause was also included, along
with rights to rent houses, land, and boats. The
Dutch  treaty  was  similar  to  the  American
treaty, but like the French instrument it also
included the Most Favored Nation clause.

In  the original  documents,  these agreements
were  referred  to  variously  as  “treaties,”
“compacts” and “conventions.” As the treaties
lacked  ratification  clauses,  the  rights  and
relations  defined  in  them  were  valid  and
effective immediately following the exchange of
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the documents between the parties involved.14

However, while the US government ratified its
treaty  with  the  kingdom  in  1855  (a  purely
domestic  act  to  formally  sanction  the
agreement), the French and Dutch government
decided not to ratify their respective treaties
with the Ryukyus in the late 1860s.

 

Last page of the 1854 Ryukyu-US Treaty
Courtesy of the Diplomatic Archives of
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan

(外務省・外交史料館蔵）

 

As early as 1862, the bakufu had revised its
former  policy  and begun to  characterize  the
Ryukyus  as  subordinate  to  both  China  and
Japan,  while  also  strongly  affirming Satsuma
control  over  the  kingdom  as  a  means  of
controlling the Western powers’ advances. In
this way, the new policy provided the powers
with  more  detailed  –  but  stil l  far  from
unambiguous – information about the Ryukyus

and their relations with China, Satsuma, and
the bakufu. Therefore, although in the 1860s
the bakufu had no intention of  incorporating
the  kingdom,  it  had  in  effect  created  a
diplomatic  environment  that  would  prove
advantageous to Meiji Japan when it eventually
decided to annex the kingdom.15

 

 

Based  on  the  foregoing  analysis,  i t  is
reasonable to dismiss the Ryukyuan treaties as
irrelevant and problematic in terms of Japan’s
international relations. However, because they
remained in place,  any encroachment on the
islands would potentially involve the Ryukyus’
treaty partners. In the sections that follow, I
demonstrate that the discussions between the
Japanese Foreign Minister,  Soejima Taneomi,
and the Western ministers based in Tokyo over
Japan’s “alleged” annexation of the kingdom in
late  1872  illustrate  the  intentions  –  and
involvement – of all parties in ways that are not
immediately  apparent.  By  examining  these
negotiations  and  their  outcomes  in  detail,  I
tease  out  Japan’s  skillful  responses  to  the
powers’ demands in determining the status of
the Ryukyus.16

 

The debate over the political status of the
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Ryukyus within the Meiji government

Japan’s encounter with the Western imperialist
powers generated constant anxiety about the
nation’s  security.  The  Meiji  leaders  fully
understood that the “unequal treaties,” which
had been signed by the Tokugawa bakufu in the
1850s,  had  placed  Japan  in  a  subordinate
position with respect  to  the Western powers
and, because of this, their revision was to be
given top priority.D While the main object of the
Iwakura Mission of 1871-73 was the revision of
the treaties, the Meiji officials who visited the
US and  Europe  clearly  understood  from the
inf lexible  att i tudes  of  their  Western
counterparts  that  it  would  require  a  long
process of radical reform to achieve their goal.
The  other  pressing  issue,  as  I  noted  at  the
outset,  was  the  need  for  Meiji  Japan  to
establish well-defined national borders.

A l though  the  Mei j i  government  had
provisionally assigned control of the Ryukyus to
the  newly  established  Kagoshima  prefecture
(1871), in the spring of 1872, when the Iwakura
Mission  was  abroad,  Meiji  leaders  began  to
discuss the Ryukyu Kingdom’s political status
in earnest. From their discussions, three main
proposals emerged.

First,  the  deputy  minister  of  the  Ministry  of
Finance,  Inoue  Kaoru,  proposed  that  Japan
abolish the dual subordination system and, in
order  to  enhance  the  prestige  of  the  Meiji
Emperor,  bring  the  Ryukyu  Kingdom  under
exclusive Japanese rule.18

Japan’s  Foreign  Minister,  Soejima  Taneomi,
who also sought to bring the Ryukyus under
Japan’s exclusive rule, proposed that, as a first
step,  the  Ryukyuan  king,  Shō  Tai,  should
receive his investiture from the Meiji emperor.
Soejima also suggested appointing Shō Tai as
king of a newly established Ryūkyū Domain and
terminating  all  “private  intercourse”  (shikō)
between  the  Ryukyu  Kingdom  and  foreign
countries.19

The third proposal came from the members of
the sain, or Ministry of the Left, who submitted
a  detailed,  nine-point  plan  that  argued  that
Japan  should  maintain  the  status  quo  by
declaring  publicly  that  the  Ryukyu  Kingdom
was subordinate to both China and Japan.20 

In  the  event,  the  Meiji  leaders  adopted
Soejima’s  proposal  and  the  Ryukyu Kingdom
was required to dispatch an embassy to Tokyo.

At around the same time (early summer 1872),
news of  what  became known as  the  Taiwan
Incident  reached  the  Meiji  government.  In
1871, a group of fishermen from the Ryukyus’
Miyako Island were shipwrecked on an isolated
part  of  the  Taiwanese  coast;  54  of  the  69
survivors  were  killed  by  indigenous  people
known as the Botan. For Japan’s leaders, the
incident  underlined  the  need  to  resolve  the
Ryukyus’  ambiguous  political  status  and
incorporate  the  kingdom into  the  new Meiji
state.21

On  October  16,  1872,  when  the  Ryukyuan
embassy arrived in Tokyo, the Meiji  emperor
formally  appointed  the  king  of  the  Ryukyus,
Shō Tai, as king of the Ryūkyū Domain – a move
that seemed intended to replicate the Chinese
emperor’s  investiture  of  the  Ryukyuan  royal
line.  Despite  this  installation  having  no
precedent in relations between Japan and the
Ryukyus, the Meiji leaders used it to establish a
clear  hierarchical  relationship  between  the
Japanese  emperor  and  the  Ryukyuan  king.22

This was the first political measure taken by
the Meiji leaders to bring the Ryukyu Kingdom
into  a  closer  relationship  with  their  central
government administration. It is important to
keep in mind, however, that at the time these
events were taking place, king Shō Tai was in
Okinawa  and  was  unaware  that  the  Meiji
government had conferred this new title on him
through his  ambassadors  (the significance of
this is made clear below).

For  some  Japanese  officials,  the  emperor’s
investiture of the Ryukyuan king meant that the
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kingdom’s international treaties were now null
and void. For example, on the same day that
Shō  Tai  was  appointed  king  of  the  Ryūkyū
Domain, Kabayama Sukenori, a major general
in the Imperial Japanese Army hailing from the
former  domain  of  Satsuma,  recorded  in  his
diary that Shō Tai’s new role meant that the
Ryukyus’ treaties with the Western powers had
been effectively rescinded.23  Thus, just as the
Tokugawa  bakufu  had  not  regarded  the
Ryukyus’ foreign treaties as an impediment to
its control of the kingdom, Kabayama did not
foresee  further  involvement  of  the  Western
powers in Ryukyuan matters now that, as he
thought, the treaties had been abolished.

Shortly  after  the  investiture,  on  October  30,
1872,  the  Meiji  government  replaced  the
resident magistrate appointed by Satsuma with
a  branch  office  of  the  Foreign  Ministry  to
oversee the Ryukyus’ diplomatic relations with
the powers.

Aware of the diplomatic sensitivities involved,
the Meiji leaders decided against informing the
Qing of Shō Tai’s new appointment, allowing
the  Ryukyus  to  continue  tributary  relations
with  China.  However,  during  the  Ryukyuan
embassy’s stay in Tokyo, the Meiji government
in formed  the  Amer ican  and  French
representatives,  albeit  informally,  that  Japan
would henceforth assume responsibility for the
Ryukyus  –  a  clear  indication  of  Japan’s  new
stance toward the kingdom.

 

De Long’s request to the Meiji government

In the pre-telegraph age – as was the case in
East  Asia  in  the  1870s  –  the  actions  and
decisions of diplomats stationed abroad often
had an immense influence on the diplomacy of
their governments. As we will see, it was a time
when the exchange of notes between diplomats
could change the status of territory regardless
of the reality on the ground.

When  Foreign  Minister  Soejima  Taneomi
revealed  his  plans  for  the  Ryukyus  to  the
American  minister  in  Tokyo,  Charles  E.  De
Long, the status of the treaty that the kingdom
had signed with the US in 1854 emerged as a
question of major importance.24 After Soejima
privately  informed  De  Long  of  Japan’s
annexation of the Ryukyus (as a result of Shō
Tai’s  appointment  as  king  of  the  Ryūkyū
Domain),  on October 20, 1872, the American
minister wrote to Soejima seeking clarification
of the status of the 1854 agreement:

Understanding you advised me a few days
since  that  the  King  of  the  Lew  Chew
Islands  had  been  called  upon  by  the
Japanese Government to resign his titles
and estates to it,  which had been done,
letters  patent  of  nobility  issued  to  him
constituting him a member of the nobility
of  your  Empire  ranking  [him]  as  to  the
former  daimios,  thus  incorporating  Lew
Chew  as  an  integral  portion  of  the
Japanese Empire; I feel called upon to call
your attention to a Compact entered into
between the former Kingdom of Lew Chew
and the United States of America, on the
11th of July 1854 … and to ask if the same
will  be  observed in  all  its  provisions  by
Your  Government  within  the  territorial
limits of the former Kingdom.25

It  is  clear  from  this  letter  that  De  Long
understood (from Soejima’s words) that Shō Tai
had  resigned  his  “titles  and  estates”  to  the
Meiji  government  and  that  the  Ryukyus  had
been  incorporated  into  Japan.26  This  is  an
important point because, according to Japanese
sources, at that time (1872) Meiji leaders had
not yet made clear their intention “to annex”
the Ryukyus.27  As  soon as  he learned of  the
kingdom’s  new  status,  De  Long  sought
assurances that the change of status would not
negatively affect the US and its treaty.

De Long’s exchange with Soejima in 1872 has
long  been  known  to  scholarship;  previous
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studies have used it to demonstrate the close
relationship between the two men.28 However,
earlier studies have failed to consider why, of
all the questions he might have put, De Long
asked the Japanese government if it would take
responsibility for the 1854 treaty.

De Long’s reasoning is clarified in a letter he
sent  to  the US Secretary  of  State,  Hamilton
Fish,  in  which  he  explained  Shō  Tai’s  new
appointment  and  the  consequent  formal
incorporation  of  the  Ryukyus  into  Japan.  De
Long wrote that the king “had accepted” his
new title and the kingdom’s incorporation. As
we have seen, however, Shō Tai did not know
what  was  happening  in  Tokyo  at  that  time.
Most likely De Long’s understanding was based
on what Soejima had told him. Next, De Long
noted  that  the  Ryukyus–US  Compact,  which
had been “proclaimed” by American President
Franklin Pierce in 1855, “gave to our people
certain privileges not embodied in our treaty
with Japan” and that because of this he had
requested, and obtained, an undertaking from
the Japanese Foreign Minister to respect and
observe its contents.29

Thus,  De  Long  was  unconcerned  by  the
Ryukyus’  new  status  so  long  as  Americans
could continue to enjoy freedom of trade and
movement in the islands – a right they did not
have in Japan at that time.30

In his letter to Fish, De Long also noted that
the  Ta iwan  Inc ident  gave  the  US  an
“opportunity”  (with  the  assistance  of  the
former American Consul in Amoi, General C. Le
Gendre)  to  “put  our  legation  at  Peking  and
yourself [Fish] in such rapport with the views
and intentions of this government [Japan] as to
be of substantial benefit to us and at the same
time advance my standing and intimacy with
this  government [Japan].”31  Because De Long
was  seeking  to  ingratiate  himself  with  the
Japanese government and be seen to cooperate
with  them,  it  seems  he  had  no  interest  in
verifying  the  accuracy  of  Soejima’s  claims

about the new status of the Ryukyus.

In response, Fish approved De Long’s request
to take measures to ensure that the Japanese
government  would  observe  the  Ryukyus–US
Compact.32 Fish wrote that “it is supposed that
the absorption or incorporation of one state by
another does not discharge or release, within
the  limits  of  the  absorbed  or  incorporated
state, the obligation which it may be under to a
third power at the time of such absorption or
incorporation.”33  It  is  thus  clear  that  in  the
Americans’  interpretation,  Japan’s  annexation
of the Ryukyus was that it was a fait accompli –
a precondition for future discussion with Japan
as to whether it would respect the 1854 treaty.

Fish’s phrase, “it is supposed,” is of particular
in teres t .  In  h i s  v iew,  fo l lowing  the
incorporation  of  one  state  into  another,  the
annexed state’s former obligations included in
international treaties would not be rescinded. A
thorough  investigation  of  the  position  of
international law on this question at that time
would  require  a  separate  article.  Here,
however, it is sufficient to consider the point
that precisely because De Long informed Fish
that  Japan  had  already  assured  him  that  it
would  uphold  American  privileges  in  the
Ryukyus,  Fish  promptly  approved  this
arrangement,  which  he  “supposed”  was  in
accordance with international law.34

 

The French government is informed of the
Ryukyus’ annexation to Japan

The French Minister in Tokyo, Paul Louis de
Turenne,  also  played  an  important  role  in
events  as  they  unfolded  in  late  1872.35  On
October 16, 1872 (the same day Shō Tai was
appointed  king  of  the  Ryūkyū  Domain),
Turenne wrote to his government informing it
that  some days  previously,  Soejima had told
him of Japan’s intention to claim the Ryukyus,
and that this decision was closely connected to
the Taiwan Incident.  Turenne informed Paris
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that  he  understood  the  reasoning  behind
Soejima’s plan, since the US and Prussia, which
lacked  bases  in  East  Asia,  might  have  an
interest in the islands. Turenne had responded
by  telling  Soejima  that  he  hoped  he  would
succeed  in  his  intentions.  Turenne  also
reported that he had asked Soejima whether he
expected Chinese opposition to Japan’s plans
for the Ryukyus, as Beijing had exercised its
own  rights  over  the  archipelago  for  three
centuries.  According  to  Turenne,  Soejima
replied  that  he  was  planning  to  propose  “a
compromise”  to  the  Ryukyuan  ambassador:
Japanese  assistance  and  abolition  of  the
traditional  annual  tribute  to  Satsuma  in
exchange for the ambassador’s commitment to
reject Chinese “interference” in the kingdom’s
affairs. Once this deal was accepted, and if the
Ryukyuan  “prince”  (Soejima  was  likely
referring to the king) was willing to renounce
his  “essential  attributes  of  sovereignty”  (aux
attributs essentiels de la souveraineté), Soejima
planned to have the kingdom redesignated as a
han (domain) and to appoint the Ryukyuan king
as a member of the Japanese court. Turenne
argued  that  Soejima’s  plan  deserved  serious
consideration  by  the  French  government
because, although he thought it unlikely that
the two countries  would go to  war over  the
issue, it was likely to destabilize Japan–China
relations once China learned of it.36 

Turenne’s  report  to  his  government  reveals
that, before Shō Tai was appointed king of the
Ryūkyū Domain on October 16, 1872, Soejima
had already obtained Turenne’s tacit approval
for Japan’s intention to annex the kingdom and
transform it into a Japanese domain. Although
Soejima told Turenne that he was planning to
of fer  a  compromise  to  the  Ryukyuan
ambassador, there is no evidence that any such
offer was ever extended from the Meiji leaders
to the Ryukyuan envoys.

A few days later, on October 29, Turenne again
wrote to Paris with the news that Soejima had
informed him that  the Ryukyuan ambassador

had accepted his offer of compromise and, as a
result,  “apart  from the possibility  of  Chinese
interference  in  this  matter,”  the  territory’s
incorporation into Japan “can be considered as
accomplished.”37

Although France  had  earlier  signed  a  treaty
with  the  Ryukyus  which  was  never  ratified,
Turenne did not refer to this in the letter. For
him, the Ryukyu Kingdom was dependent on
both China and Japan; he also saw it  as the
possible  target  of  American  and  German
imperialism, as well as a complicating factor in
China–Japan relations. Like De Long, Turenne
also  accepted  Soejima’s  statements  without
verifying them (as we have seen, since there
was no offer of compromise on the table, the
ambassador could not have accepted what did
not exist). Turenne did not seek clarification or
verification  when  Soejima  told  him  that  the
ambassador  had  accepted  the  offer  without
specifying  whether  the  king  had  indeed
renounced  his  “essential  attributes  of
sovereignty.”

Thus, French diplomatic sources reveal that in
late 1872 Soejima was already talking about
the Ryukyus’ annexation to Japan to a senior
French official.

At  this  point,  some  clarification  is  in  order.
Since  France  had  decided  not  to  ratify  the
treaty  it  had  made  with  the  Ryukyus,  it  is
understandable that Turenne did not raise the
treaty  as  an  issue  during  his  meetings  with
Soejima. As we have seen, rather than seeing
the  Ryukyus  as  an  independent  kingdom,
Turenne maintained the view that the islands
were  subordinate  to  both  China  and  Japan.
However,  it  is  important  to  appreciate  that,
based  on  the  surviving  sources,  neither  the
Ryukyuan,  Meiji,  nor  Qing governments  ever
made an issue of  this  lack of  ratification.  In
1862,  a  French  mission  had  gone  to  the
Ryukyus and ascertained that the treaty France
had signed with the kingdom in 1855 was still
being observed by  the  Ryukyuan authorities.
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Thus, from the Ryukyus’ perspective, the treaty
with France remained in force. However, when
in  1867  the  French  government  (after
consulting Holland about the status of its treaty
with  the  Ryukyus)  decided  not  to  ratify  the
treaty, it did not notify the Ryukyu Kingdom of
its  decision  to  drop  the  Ryukyuan-French
Treaty  from  its  list  of  formal  treaties.38

Thus, in the eyes of the Ryukyuan, Japanese,
a n d  C h i n e s e  g o v e r n m e n t s ,  t h e
Ryukyuan–French  Treaty  was  a  formal  and
binding  agreement  and,  as  a  result,  their
respective heads of state considered France’s
involvement  in  Ryukyuan  affairs  to  be
significant.  In other words,  far  from being a
mere bystander,  the French government was
another actor involved,  at  least  indirectly,  in
the developing Ryukyuan story.

 

Soejima’s  response  to  the  Western
diplomats’  inquiries

At this point, let us reconsider what we have
examined so far from the Meiji  government’s
perspective. As we have seen, neither De Long
nor Turenne sought further clarification about
Soejima’s  assertions  and  informed  their
governments that the Ryukyuan king and his
ambassador  had  accepted  the  Japanese
government’s  offers,  including  the  kingdom’s
incorporation into Japan.

Returning to the negotiations between De Long
and Soejima – as De Long’s inquiry showed, the
Americans had privileges in the Ryukyus and
were unwilling to renounce their treaty rights.
De Long asked that the treaty be honored in all
its provisions and sine die (indefinitely). But, at
the  same  time,  by  using  the  words  “thus
incorporating Lew Chew as an integral portion
of  the  Japanese  Empire,”  he  was  effectively
admitting that the Ryukyus had been annexed.
Thus, De Long’s decision not to question the
kingdom’s incorporation and to consult Japan
alone on the future of the US–Ryukyu Compact

was key to determining Soejima’s stance on the
Ryukyuan-American Treaty. This had a doubly
favorable  outcome for  Japan:  It  both  offered
Meiji leaders a prudent solution to the problem
of  the  pre-existing  treaty  (by  implicitly
suggesting that Japan assume responsibility for
it)  and,  more  importantly,  it  assured  the
Japanese government that, so long as it upheld
the treaty in all its provisions, the US would not
obstruct  Japanese  encroachment  on  the
Ryukyus.

Mindful of De Long’s interests, Soejima did not
argue that the Ryukyus’ treaties were invalid
(or  had  been  rescinded,  as  some  Japanese
officials believed), as this would have certainly
triggered  American  objections.  As  we  have
seen,  in  the  1870s  Japan  was  politically
subordinate to the Western powers and would
not  risk  antagonizing  the  Americans  on  the
Ryukyuan issue. The best option for Japan was
to accede to the concessions demanded by De
Long. On November 5, 1872, Soejima wrote to
De Long: “The Lew Chew Islands have been
dependencies  of  this  empire for  hundreds of
years, and to them the title of Han [domain]
was recently  given.”  Giving the Ryukyus the
status of a domain was, according to Soejima,
all  that the Meiji  government had done until
that point. Then, using De Long’s own words,
he went on: “As you [De Long] say, the Lew
Chew being an integral portion of the Japanese
Empire, it  is natural that the provisions of a
compact  …  wi l l  be  observed  by  th i s
government.” 3 9

Soejima showed his diplomatic skills by using
De Long’s own words to demonstrate that his
American colleague had already acknowledged
the kingdom’s annexation; this being the case,
Soejima felt able to grant major concessions to
the  US  government  in  return  for  its  tacit
approval of Japan’s annexation of the Ryukyus.

In  assessing these bilateral  discussions,  it  is
important to appreciate that, initially, De Long
had  asked  whether  Japan  would  honor  the
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Ryukyuan–American  Treaty,  an  option  that
Meiji Japan might have rejected at this stage
(Kabayama,  for  example,  was  talking  about
“abrogation”  of  the  treaties,  not  “upholding”
them).  Consequently,  Soejima  accepted  De
Long’s  suggestion  that  Japan  take  full
responsibility  for  the  treaty  signed  by  the
Ryukyu Kingdom with the US. In this way, the
Meiji  leaders  deftly  sidelined  one  of  the
strongest potential supporters of the kingdom’s
autonomy, given that the American government
alone had ratified its treaty with the Ryukyus.

Following  De  Long’s  inquiry  and  Soejima’s
response,  the  US and Japanese  governments
reached  an  important,  albeit  informal,
consensus.  On  December  21,  1872,  Mori
Arinori,  the  representative  of  the  Meiji
government  in  Washington,  D.C.,  wrote  to
Soejima  informing  the  Japanese  government
that during a “private conversation” with Fish,
the secretary of state had assured him that “so
l o n g  a s  J a p a n  u p h o l d s  t h e
[Ryukyuan–American]  Treaty  in  all  its
provisions and does not make any changes to it,
[the  US  government]  will  not  raise  any
objections  at  all.”40

Thus,  through  an  informal  understanding
between  the  two  governments,  the  Meiji
government obtained tacit  approval  from the
US  for  the  continuation  of  the  Ryukyuan-
American  Treaty  and,  more  importantly,  of
Japan’s annexation of the Ryukyus.

From that time, the Meiji government – which,
as we have seen, gave little weight to France
and  Holland’s  decision  not  to  ratify  their
respective  Ryukyuan  treaties  –  handled  the
kingdom’s treaties with kid gloves, even to the
extent  of  making  no  mention  of  these
agreements  during  negotiations  with  France
and Holland.41 In other words, Japan left both
countries  to  make  the  first  move  in  any
discussion of the treaties,  although the issue
was never raised by either party.  Japan only
discussed  the  Ryukyuan  treaties  when  other

nations  raised  the  matter  first,  as  happened
with the US.

In  March  1873,  with  the  clear  intention  of
proving that Japan was in charge of Ryukyuan
diplomacy, the Meiji  government ordered the
Ryukyus to hand over the original documents
on  which  the  three  treaties  were  based.
Although Ryukyuan officials firmly opposed the
directive,  the documents were seized in May
1874 and the Meiji leaders then returned to the
Ryūkyū  Domain  a  copy  of  the  original
documents.  At  that  point,  the  Ryukyuan
officials  implored  the  Meiji  leaders  not  to
change  the  content  of  their  treaties  during
negotiations with the powers.42 

A number of other powers were also focusing
their  attention on the Ryukyuan treaties.  On
August 27,  1873,  at  the very time when the
foreign ministers in Tokyo were pressing Japan
to  open  up  the  interior  of  the  country  to
foreigners,  the Italian Acting Minister,  Conte
Balzarino  Litta,  and  the  German  Minister,
Maximilian A. S.  Von Brandt,  each sent very
simi lar  requests  to  Soej ima.  Having
acknowledged that the Ryukyus were now an
integral part of Japan (even though the islands
would  not  be  formally  incorporated  for  six
years),  they  asked  the  Meiji  government  to
submit  notes  granting  Italian  and  German
vessels  and  citizens  the  same  rights  and
privileges  included  in  the  former  Ryukyuan
treaties and extended to the US, France, and
Holland. It is interesting to observe that both
diplomats considered that, temporarily at least,
the simple exchange of notes was sufficient for
the  granting  of  these  concessions.  The
alternative,  they  noted,  was  for  the  Meiji
government to sign a new treaty that  would
meet their requests, if that was its preferred
option.43

Thus ,  whi le  the  I ta l ian  and  German
representatives sought major concessions (the
upholding of the Ryukyuan treaties in all their
provisions and indefinitely, even though neither
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Italy  nor  Germany  had  had  formal  relations
with  the  Ryukyus),  by  offering  to  settle  the
issue through the exchange of notes they also
made  it  clear  that  they  had  no  intention  to
undermine the Japanese government; in fact, a
simple  exchange  of  letters  would  avoid
invoking  the  MFN  clause  enjoyed  by  all  of
Japan’s treaty partners.

On September 19, 1873, Soejima replied that
he would handle the matter as outlined in their
proposal and would inform the Ryūkyū Domain
of  the  new  arrangements.44  In  this  way,  in
return for Italy and Germany’s tacit approval,
the Meiji government granted them the same
privileges  enjoyed  by  the  US,  France,  and
Holland in the Ryukyus.

Once the Western powers (the US and France
and,  after  1873,  Italy  and  Germany)  had
accepted that Japan had formal responsibility
for the Ryukyus, Japan had only to convince the
Chinese government and, to a lesser extent, the
Ryukyuan  authorities,  who  now  found
themselves  stripped  of  their  former  (albeit
“theatrical”) diplomatic status.

The  Western  diplomats  in  Japan  were  the
representatives of imperialist states that were
naturally  focused on their  own interests  and
privileges.  Certainly,  they  did  not  feel  any
moral or other kind of obligation to advocate
for Ryukyuan sovereignty or autonomy. Rather,
they perceived the kingdom as a minor actor in
the East Asian arena, having nothing of great
value  to  offer  their  ambitions.  However,  the
fact that a number of Western diplomats had
accepted  the  Japanese  annexation  so  swiftly
was advantageous for the still politically weak
Japan,  whose  attitude  toward  the  imperialist
powers  veered  between  suspicion  and
admiration.  At the same time, the diplomats’
acceptance of Japan’s actions put the Ryukyuan
authorities  into  a  difficult  spot.  They  were
unaware that the treaties had been superseded
by  Japan  with  Western  blessing,  and  they
wanted to maintain their former arrangements

with China and Japan. In addition, the Chinese
government knew nothing about the informal
understanding  reached  by  Soejima  with  a
handful  of  Western diplomats.  It  was in  this
context that when in 1873 a group of Ryukyuan
officials  in  Tokyo sought  guarantees  of  their
kingdom’s future from Soejima (who had just
returned from China for the ratification of the
1871  Sino-Japanese  Treaty),  the  Japanese
foreign minister told them that the Ryukyuan
polity  and  government  would  remain
“unchanged  through  eternity”  (kokutai  seitai
eikyū ai kawarazu).45 

Significantly,  Western  documents  reveal
information about  the annexation that  is  not
found in Japanese sources. In private meetings,
Soejima  sought  to  justify  the  Japanese
incorporation of  the Ryukyus by assuring De
Long and Turenne that  the Ryukyuans –  the
Ryukyuan  king  and  his  ambassador  –  had
accepted annexation, despite the fact that this
was not the case. In other words, during the
build-up  to  formal  annexation,  Soejima  was
careful to ensure that both the US and France
(powers  that  had  signed  treaties  with  the
Ryukyus)  would  not  raise  any  objections  to
Japan’s plans.

Britain had its own intelligence sources on the
matter. On October 22, 1872, the British Acting
Minster in Tokyo, R. G. Watson, informed his
government  of  the  arrival  of  the  Ryukyuan
embassy in  the Japanese capital,  noting that
the  Meiji  government  “it  seems  has  taken
advantage of the visit of this mission to take
Loochoo entirely under its protection, and to
incorporate it with the Japanese Empire” as a
“Han.”46 It seems that Watson did not receive
this information directly from Soejima, as De
Long  and  Turenne  had  done.  Apparently,
Soejima  selected  the  diplomats  to  whom he
disclosed Japan’s plans for the Ryukyus.47

 

The  legacy  of  De  Long’s  inquiry  and
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Soejima’s response

In  May 1874 Meiji  Japan invaded Taiwan to
revenge  the  1871  massacre  of  a  group  of
shipwrecked Ryukyuan fishermen.48  Although,
following  protracted  negotiations  between
China and Japan, the two countries signed an
agreement on October 31, 1874, they failed to
agree on the status of the Ryukyus.

A year later, in early 1875, what was to be the
last  Ryukyuan  tributary  embassy  arrived  in
Beijing. The Taiwan Expedition and the arrival
of  this  mission  in  China  showed  that  the
Ryukyus had not in fact been incorporated to
Japan, as previously declared in the American
and French dispatches.

At this point, the Japanese Acting Minister in
Beijing,  Tei  Einei,  informed  his  American
colleague, Minister B. P. Avery, that the Meiji
government  had  decided  to  assert  “the
complete jurisdiction of Japan over the islands.”
On  May  30,  1875,  Avery  informed  the  US
Secretary  of  State,  H.  Fish,  of  these
developments. 4 9

On July 29, 1875, Fish wrote to John Bingham,
who had replaced De Long in Tokyo two years
earlier,  reminding  him that  “A  compact  was
concluded between the United states and the
Royal Government of the Lewchew … granting
certain  privileges  to  American  citizens  and
vessels going to the Lew Chew islands.” Fish
was citing the very words used by De Long in
1872; now, he instructed Bingham to “examine
the  quest ion,  and  in  the  event  of  any
consolidation of those islands by Japan, see to it
that our compact be preserved, unless it should
be found more advantageous … to apply the
treaty with Japan.”50

These  exchanges  show  that,  mindful  of  the
1872 developments, Fish focused on American
privileges  that  must  be  “preserved”  or  even
increased  in  the  event  that  the  treaty  with
Japan  proved  more  advantageous  to  the
Americans  in  the  Ryukyus.

Following Fish’s instructions, on April 4, 1876
Bingham  wrote  to  the  Japanese  Foreign
Minister, Terashima Munenori: “I make these
inquiries  because  it  is  the  wish  of  my
Government  to  know  whether  anything  has
been done in the premises which in anywise
contravenes, limits, or changes the subsisting
compact between my Government and that of
the  Lew  Chew  Islands.”51  Again  we  see  a
persistent  concern  that  Japan  preserve  US
treaty  rights  in  the  territory  of  the  Ryukyu
Kingdom.52

On May 31, 1876, Terashima (who had asked
about, and consequently been informed by the
Meiji  government  about  Soejima’s  1872
response  to  De  Long53)  replied  to  Bingham,
writing that “this government [Japan] has not
at any time interfered with the rights of the
United  States  as  secured  by  its  subsisting
compact with the Lew Chew and before taking
such action this Government will  confer with
the Government of the United States.”54

We can observe a nuanced shift in the Japanese
strategy  around  the  Ryukyuan–American
Treaty. Whereas in 1872 Soejima had promised
De Long to uphold the treaty in its entirety and
indefinitely,  in  1876,  Terashima  informed
Bingham  that  Japan  had  been  maintaining
American privileges in the Ryukyus. Although,
in the near future, Japan was planning to make
some changes to the arrangement, he assured
his  American  colleague  that  “before  taking
such  action,”  the  Meiji  government  would
inform the US government.

After  receiving  Terashima’s  reply,  the  US
government did not make further inquiries on
the  matter  and,  for  a  second  time,  the
Ryukyuan  issue  was  settled  through  an
exchange  of  notes  between  the  Japanese
Foreign Minister and the American Minister in
Tokyo.

 

The Ryukyus’ request for help from the US
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and France in 1878

As  part  of  their  attempt  to  preserve  the
kingdom,  the  Ryukyuan authorities  called  on
the US, France, and Britain (whose diplomats
also  represented  the  Dutch  government  in
Tokyo) for help. While the events of 1878-79
require  a  detailed  and  thorough  analysis,  in
what follows I set out only the major points for
reasons of space.55

In  August  1878,  the  American minister  John
Bingham  met  a  group  of  senior  Ryukyuan
off ic ia ls  in  Tokyo,  who  urged  the  US
government to prevent the annexation of their
kingdom to Japan. In drafting their petitions,
these officials received a good deal of support
and guidance from the Chinese legation.

The petitioners set out in detail the five-century
history  of  tributary  relations  between  China
and the Ryukyus; they explained that the US,
France,  and  Holland  had  concluded  treaties
with  the  Ryukyus,  specifying  that  the
agreements were to be written in Chinese and
dated according to the Chinese calendar. “As to
our intercourse with Japan” before 1868, the
petitioners merely stated that “it was formerly
with the dependency of Satsuma.” Next, they
detailed the “compulsory orders” issued by the
Meiji  government  from 1872 onward,  which,
among  other  things,  specified  that  “all
business” in the islands “should be transacted
with the Department of Foreign Affairs.” They
pointed out that “in your petitioners’ humble
opinion  though  our  kingdom be  but  a  small
nationality, nevertheless, it is a nationality.” On
the treaties, they argued that if  the Ryukyus
had been prohibited from enjoying the same
tributary  relations  with  China,  since  “the
treaties  into  which  we  have  entered”  were
written in Chinese and dated according to the
Chinese calendar, they “will  be like so much
wastepaper.” Finally, they pointed out that as
“the United States recognized and treated Lew
chew as a distinct nationality and permitted us
to enter into treaty relations, … we turn to the

United States, in the hope that they may advise
and induce Japan to leave Lew Chew to remain
as it has been hitherto.”56

In sum, the approach taken by the petitioners
was  to  seek  Western  support  based  on  the
Ryukyus’ existing treaty relations and to paper
over their former relations with Satsuma and
the  bakufu.57  (The  petitions  handed  to  the
French and British legations were very similar
in content.)

In response, Bingham informed his government
that Japan’s demands on the Ryukyus infringed
the Ryukyus–US Treaty and, more importantly,
that  “It  seems  to  me  that  this  Government
[Japan]  is  too  late  in  asserting  supreme
authority over those islands after allowing them
perfect  freedom  for  five  centuries,  and
manifestly assenting to the action [the signing
of the Ryukyu-US Treaty] taken by Lew Chew
with our own Government in 1854.”58

Bingham’s  response is  significant  because of
the chain of logic that it demonstrated: based
on his own interpretation of international law, a
senior Western diplomat had concluded that –
because  Japan  had  allowed  the  Ryukyus  to
continue their relations with China and sign a
treaty with the US – there was a good case for
the  Ryukyus  to  be  seen  as  independent  of
Japan.  Bingham saw the infringement  of  the
Ryukyuan-American Treaty as a possible reason
for  American  involvement  in  the  issue.
Bingham’s  criticism  of  Japan  is  especially
significant when we consider that, in contrast
to most Western diplomats, he had displayed an
empathy and sensitivity  toward Japan during
his long tenure in Tokyo (1873-1885) and made
serious  efforts  to  revise  the  many  “unequal
treaties”  that  Japan  had  concluded  with  the
West.59

We  cannot  dismiss  the  fact,  however,  that
Bingham based his opinions on the Ryukyuan
petition, which failed to mention Satsuma’s de
facto control of the Ryukyus.
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In late 1878, the American assistant secretary
of  state,  F.  W.  Seward,  replied  to  Bingham:
“According to the information in the possession
of the Department the independence of the Lew
Chew  Islands  is  a  matter  of  dispute  solely
between the government of China and the Lew
Chew Islands on one side and the government
of  Japan  on  the  other,  and  is  a  question  in
which this government cannot interfere unless
its rights under Treaty stipulations with any of
the  powers  concerned  in  the  controversy
appear  to  be  endangered.”  Seward  also
reminded Bingham that “This declaration (the
previously  mentioned  Terashima’s  reply  to
Bingham of May 31, 1876) of the Minister of
Foreign  Affairs  does  not  appear  to  be
inconsistent either with the stipulation of the
instrument  above  referred  to  or  with  any
information  hitherto  communicated  to  this
Department.”6 0  In  other  words,  the  US
government saw no reasons to intervene in the
matter because Japan had been continuing to
honor the Ryukyus–US Treaty.

The  Ryukyuan  officials  fared  no  better  with
France.  In  late  1878,  while  the  Chinese
legation in Japan was pressing the Tokyo-based
French minister  Louis  de  Geoffrey  (who had
arrived in  Japan a  year  earlier)  to  meet  the
Ryukyuan  envoys,  Geoffrey  wrote  to  his
government  that  he  was  trying  to  avoid
meeting  the  Ryukyuan  officials  and,  more
importantly,  that  France  had  “no  direct
interest” in supporting Chinese (and Ryukyuan)
claims,  even  if  they  were  supported  by  the
“law” (or even if they were simply “just”). He
also  argued  that  if  France  had  to  choose
between China and Japan on the issue, it would
do better to support Japan, through which “we
have  more  to  gain  in  moral  and  material
[terms].”61

In the end, the Chinese legation succeeded in
arranging  an  appointment  between  the
Ryukyuan envoys and Geoffrey;  however,  the
minister did not change his mind after meeting
with the Ryukyuan officials and reading their

petition.

At the time, French sympathies were warmer
towards Japan than China, as France’s relations
with  China  were  becoming  increasingly
complicated  and  strained  over  the  Tonkin
question  concerning  the  status  of  northern
Vietnam on China’s border. However, it is also
important  to  note  that  Geoffrey  refused  to
support the Ryukyus, not because France had
not yet ratified its treaty with the tiny kingdom,
but  because  he  did  not  foresee  any  direct
interest in championing its cause.62

In early 1879, after a summary of the Ryukyuan
officials’  petitions had been published in  the
Nichi Nichi newspaper, the British minister in
Japan,  Harry  Parkes,  questioned  Foreign
Minister  Terashima  Munenori  about  Japan’s
plans  in  the  Ryukyus.  When  Parkes  insisted
that  it  was  commonly  understood  that  the
Ryukyus had been paying tribute to China (in
addition to Japan), Terashima argued that the
distinction  between  “tribute”  and  “taxes”
proved  that  the  Ryukyus  had  not  been
subordinate to the Qing, but only to Satsuma,
which  had  been  collecting  taxes  from  the
kingdom.63  This  distinction  became  a  crucial
argument in Japan’s claims on the Ryukyus as
East Asia subscribed increasingly to Western-
based international law.

 

Towards bilateral negotiations

As we have seen, the Meiji government did not
rescind the Ryukyuan treaties; instead, Soejima
and Terashima promised the powers that their
privileges in the Ryukyus would continue. Their
promises to the US government bore fruit at
the  precise  moment  when  the  Ryukyuan
authorities  were  seeking  American  help.

On  the  other  hand,  from  late  1878,  Qing
officials were at pains to point out to Japan and
Western  diplomats  alike  that  the  Ryukyu
Kingdom had concluded international treaties
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on its  own behalf.  The  Chinese  claims were
mainly based on the fact that the kingdom had
been a tributary of China for centuries, that the
Ryukyus had signed these foreign treaties as an
independent state, and that annexation would
be  in  violation  of  the  1871  Sino-Japanese
Treaty.64

After  the  Qing  court  began  issuing  strongly
worded  protests  through  its  Tokyo-based
diplomats  opposing  Japan’s  action  in  the
islands  and  Ryukyuan  officials  petitioned
foreign  diplomats,  the  Meiji  government
decided to proceed with formal annexation to
avoid  the  Ryukyuan  issue  escalating  into  an
international dispute.

Shortly  after  the  establishment  of  Okinawa
prefecture  in  April  1879,  Meiji  constitutional
expert  Inoue  Kowashi  handed  the  Japanese
government  an  important  memorandum
discussing potential friction between Japan and
China over  the new prefecture.65  Inoue,  who
drafted most of Japan’s diplomatic documents
in the 1870s and 80s, told his government that
the three treaties which the Ryukyu Kingdom
had signed in the 1850s would likely become a
major sticking point for Japan.66

In the memorandum (dated July 3, 1879), Inoue
pointed out that if the Qing were to claim that
the  Ryukyus  were  a  semi-independent  state,
the Meiji government would find it very difficult
to  counter  this  argument.  Inoue  pointed  to
numerous examples in the West where, when a
powerful state tried to annex a small country
which was unable to defend itself, other powers
joined  together  to  oppose  the  incorporation.
Inoue feared that the Qing might join with the
powers and apply this strategy to the Ryukyus;
in such a case, Japan would need to work very
hard to counter this kind of argument.

Next, Inoue pointed out that the fact that the
Ryukyus  had  signed  treaties  with  the  US,
France,  and  Holland  in  the  1850s  was  “a
matter  of  the  greatest  difficulty”  (ichi  no
kon’nan  naru  j i jō ) .  Because  this  was

tantamount  to  the  bakufu  leaders  tacitly
approving  these  agreements,  the  Meiji
government would be at great pains to defend
its position; moreover, these treaties were valid
instruments.  Dated according to  the Chinese
calendar,  they  were  written  in  Western  and
Chinese languages, and were formally treaties
of  amity.  Although  the  Ryukyus  had  been  a
Japanese  dependency  of  Satsuma,  in  their
external relations they had seemed to function
as  an  independent  state,  thus  giving  the
Chinese plenty of ammunition for their claims.

Next,  after  retracing  the  exchange  of  notes
between  Soejima  and  Terashima  with  their
American counterparts, and noting that Japan
had never made arrangements with France and
Holland about the treaties, Inoue pointed out
that when the Japanese foreign ministers had
advised  the  American  diplomats  that  Japan
would  continue  to  uphold  the  Ryukyuan-
American  treaty,  this  implied  that  the  Meiji
government  had admitted that  the Ryukyuan
treaties were valid instruments. It also proved
that the Meiji leaders had recognized that, in
the past, the Ryukyus had the “right” (kenri) to
sign  treaties.  Given  these  realities,  Inoue
foresaw  major  obstacles  for  the  Meiji
government as it sought to support its claims
through the lens of international law.67

Inoue warned that what Smits has called the
Ryukyus’ “theatrical state and diplomacy,” as
well  as  the  Meiji  government’s  decision  to
uphold the Ryukyuan-American Treaty,  might
turn out  to  be detrimental  to  Japan’s  claims
when  p laced  under  the  spot l ight  o f
international  law.  It  is  important  to  note,
however,  that  whi le  Inoue  urged  his
government  to  prepare counter-arguments  to
the Chinese claims,  he also appreciated that
the treaties would become a problem for Japan
i f  the  Ryukyuan  quest ion  became  an
international  issue  –  that  is,  if  the  Western
powers became involved (a possibility that, for
various reasons, failed to eventuate).68
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At  the  very  time  Inoue  was  presenting  his
memorandum,  a  number  of  key  diplomats
informed their goverments about the Ryukyuan
issue. On August 1, 1879, the day that Parkes
sent  the  Ryukyuan  petition  to  the  British
government, he wrote that “a difference of a
grave  character  has  arisen  between  the
Governments of China and Japan” over Japan’s
actions in the islands. He stated that, while the
Ryukyuan people had been paying tribute to
both countries,  “they have at  the same time
formed a separate nationality and have enjoyed
their own autonomy.”69 Then, when on August
29  Bingham  sent  the  American  government
translations of the original documents that the
Meiji  leaders  had  presented  to  the  Chinese
government  on  July  16  concerning  relations
between the  Ryukyus  and Japan up to  1868
(including the surrender documents signed by
the Ryukyuan king and his officials in 1611), he
observed  that  “The  paper  does  not  in  my
opinion make a very strong case if  indeed it
makes any case whatever for the action taken
by Japan in  1872 and since.”70  When Parkes
sent the same translations to his government,
he wrote “It seems to me that in claiming that
they  have  exercised  sovereign  control  over
Loochoo  for  a  long  period…the  Japanese
Government omit to explain why they permitted
Loochoo to keep up direct official relations with
China…and  to  send  every  other  year,  with
marked regularity and considerable ceremony,
Public  Envoys  with  tribute  to  the  Court  of
Peking.”7 1  It  seems  that,  in  the  months
following  their  reception,  a  number  of
influential  Western  diplomats  had  been
influenced by the arguments of the Ryukyuan
petitioners.

As  Inoue’s  memorandum  shows,  the  Meiji
leaders  had  already  grasped  the  diplomatic
significance of the Ryukyus’ treaties and their
potential legal significance. However, since the
Ryukyu  Kingdom  had  concluded  several
international treaties, it lay with the Western
powers to choose to minimize their importance;
and it was only because of their tacit approval

that Meiji  Japan was able to take a stronger
stance toward China over the treaties.

In late 1879, after the Chinese reasserted their
claim that  the  Ryukyu  Kingdom was  both  a
tributary of China and an independent kingdom
(citing its  international  treaties  as  evidence),
the Meiji  government strongly rebutted their
claims.

The  Meiji  leaders  continued  to  frame  the
annexation of the Ryukyus as simply a matter
of  domestic  reorganization  by  the  Japanese
government;  among  other  arguments,  they
asserted that  the tribute China had received
from the kingdom was merely nominal, and that
China’s investiture of the Ryukyuan kings was
an empty title. On the other hand, by employing
legal notions of effective possession and rule,
the Japanese leaders claimed that the Satsuma
domain  had  exercised  “substantial  effects”
upon  Ryukyuan  “laws,  taxes,  and  internal
administration.”72

With regard to the treaties, the Meiji leaders
asserted  that  the  Qing  had  “absolutely  no
relation” with the Ryukyuan treaties and that
the  Western  powers  were  the  only  “parties
concerned”  (tōjisha).  They  added  that  the
powers  had  not  grasped  the  true  relations
obtaining between Satsuma and the Ryukyus,
and  that  during  the  pre-modern  era,  many
arrangements had been agreed (according to
feudal principles) that would be inconceivable
in the present era of centralized government.
And  they  had  already  assured  the  Western
nations involved that Japan would uphold the
treaties. Based on these arguments, the Meiji
leaders concluded that the treaties in no way
proved  that  the  Ryukyus  had  not  been  an
“internal dependency” (naizoku) of Japan.73

Even after  the  kingdom’s  formal  annexation,
the  Ryukyuan  treaties  were  never  formally
abolished74;  in  late  summer  1879,  the  Meiji
government  considered  assuring  the  French
government that  it  would uphold the latter’s
treaty rights in the Ryukyus (an option that was
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later abandoned after the Meiji leaders realized
that  the  Ryukyuan-French  Compact  was  not
listed among France’s formal treaties).75

In  1880,  following  the  advice  proffered  by
former US president Ulysses Grant, Japan and
China  agreed  to  enter  bilateral  negotiations
aimed  at  settling  the  Ryukyuan  issue.  Japan
sought to exploit its established position in the
Ryukyus to put pressure on the Qing to grant it
equal status with the Western powers in China.
In the end, however, the two states were not
able to find a compromise, and it was Japan’s
victory  in  the  First  Sino-Japanese  War  of
1894-95 that, among other factors, effectively
resolved  the  Ryukyuan  question  in  Japan’s
favor.

 

Conclusions

This study has set out to show that, as early as
the  1870s,  Japanese  diplomats  were
increasingly mastering the nuances of Western-
style  diplomatic  maneuvering.  The  skill  with
which  Soejima  and  Terashima  handled
inquiries  and  potential  protests  by  Western
diplomats bears witness to this point. Soejima
persuaded his  Western counterparts  that  the
Ryukyuan king and his ambassador had freely
accepted  Japanese  annexation,  while,  on  the
other hand, he promised the Ryukyuan envoys
that  Japan  would  not  change  the  kingdom’s
traditional  polity  and  government.76  In  his
memorandum, Inoue Kowashi showed a deep
understanding of the theory of the balance of
power  and  clearly  appreciated  that  the
bakufu’s  tacit  approval  of  the  Ryukyuan
treaties,  as  well  as  the  Meiji  government’s
promise  to  honour  the  Ryukyuan-American
Treaty,  could  very  well  undermine  Japan’s
claims.  On  the  other  hand,  Chinese  and
Ryukyuan  officials  showed  their  skill  in
leveraging Western concepts of soveregnty and
nationality,  which  clearly  had  an  impact  in
1878-79  on  the  Western  d ip lomats ’
understanding  of  the  Ryukyuan  issue.  This

study has also demonstrated that Meiji Japan
benefitted massively from the responses of the
Western powers over the issue, which helped
pave the way for Japan to annex the Ryukyus
from early in the process, and take a stronger
stance  toward  China  in  the  aftermath  of
annexation.

This  latter  point  is  a  crucial  one,  as  the
annexation of the archipelago was, along with
the incorporation of Hokkaido, one of the first
expansionist expressions of the newly Japanese
nation-state  of  the  Meiji  era.  Placed  in  a
politically subordinate position and constantly
fearing  Western  intrusion,  Japan  understood
the importance of granting concessions to the
Western  powers  in  return  for  their  tacit
approval of its encroachment on the Ryukyus.
This cooperation was possible because, in the
1870s,  Japan  and  the  powers  had  mutual
interests in the Ryukyus, namely Japan’s need
of the powers’ tacit approval and the latters’
willingness  to  preserve  their  privileges,  and
they  were  able  to  satisfy  their  different
interests through an informal exchange. On the
other hand, the Meiji leaders felt emboldened
to  strike  an  uncompromising  stance  toward
their  Asian neighbors which,  from that  point
on, would rapidly intensify. In fact, it was at the
very moment that Japan annexed the Ryukyus
that the Qing began to question its traditional
policy  of  non-interference  toward  Korea.
Indeed, the annexation of the Ryukyus can be
seen as the first expression of the diplomatic
challenges that Meiji Japan would face in the
future. Looking back, the annexation provides
an excellent  lens  through which to  view the
Meiji  government’s  early  diplomacy  toward
East Asia and the West.
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